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In recent years it seems to the author that it has been devoted by some 
statisticians and mathematicians to rewrite a considerable part of the theory of 
statistics in the terms of statistical decision functions. The theory of confidence 
intervals is not exceptional. This leads writers of the theory to the considera­
tion of randomized confidence intervals for the sake of the theoretical and 
practical treatment of confidence intervals.
The author has been informed, up to this time, of two types of expressions 
of randomized confidence intervals.
(1) type randomization; depending on every sample point x observed, we 
choose a random machine rvix and then select an interval by means of For 
example, we shoot, for every observed x, an arrow which hits in a subset S of 
the half plane A = {(u, v)\u^ v ]  with probability mxCS). If it hits a point a = (u, v), 
we estimate the true parameter d to belong to the interval limited by u and v.
The readers can see such a randomization in Wald’s Book (Wald [ I ] ) .  We 
shall call this a IF-type randomization.
(2) S-type randomization; some writers have used another type of random­
ization though it is rather vaguely defined (Stein [2 ]). It gives only the 
probability ^^(^) that confidence interval contains 0 for observed x. So it does 
not tell us how to estimate the true parameter d, We shall call it an S-type 
randomization. There is some <Px which can not be expressed in the preceding 
form.
The first aim of this note is to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for an S-type to be expressible as a TF-type. According to them, (px has an 
expression for a TF-type if and only if the total variation of (Pxi )^ as a function 
of d does not exceed 2 for every x.
Next we consider the set S *  of all <Px whose total variation as a function of d 
is exactly 2 for every x and the set of all mx by which we estimate, for 
every x, an interval containing d to be surely on a curve Cx in A, And we shall 
prove that these subclasses S *  and are essentially complete in the class of 
all TF-type randomizations and of all S-type randomizations respectively.
At last we shall show equivalences of these classes. These equivalences are 
not so clear as at the first glance when we adopt the confidence coefficient and 
the average length as a criterion of optimalities.
In § I, we introduce concepts of randomized intervals, and prove some lemmas. 
In § 2  we define confidence intervals as mappings of sample x into randomized 
intervals introduced in § I  and prove essential completeness of subclasses above 
mentioned and equivalences of both types under two risks, the confidence 
coefficient and the average length.
§1. Lemmas. We define M, 0  and 0^ ' as follows.
M ; the set of all probability measures on the half plane A =  {(u, v) lu ^ v } . 
0  ; the set of all upper semicontinuous functions defined on ( —co,
+ oo) satisfying
(^)
(i3) Lim^c’Ci^ ) -  0 ,
(r) V a r^ w  ^ 2 ,
where Var f (d )  means the total variation of f ( d )  on ( —cx?, +oo) as a 
function of 0.
0 ^^ ; the set of all (p'^  in 0  such that
(rO Var = 2 .
L em m a  I . For a given (p{^0~) and a given there exists (p^  in 0^ satisfying 
(Pid)=(P^Qd) for all and^(^o)^^*(^o). Hence we have j  (p^(d)dd=^'^ (p{0)dd.
P r o o f . It is sufficient to prove this in the case where V a r^ (^ )< 2 . Put 
as follows,
^*(^) = (^/ )^+ 1 —Var ^(^)/2 for O = Oq,
(p"^ {d) = (p{d) for
It is clear ^^(p"^(d) since I - V a r ^(^)/2>0. We shall show We
may assume without any loss of generaUty that (pi^ d^ ) > 0 . By the assumption 
(/3) of (Py for any given positive £<^(^o), we can choose ^i, ^2 such that
and <p(Oo)-(p(yji)y>(pii6Q)~e 0'=1, 2). So we have
Yav (p(6) >2(p(O o)-2e ,
which shows Var ^(^)/2^^(/9q) and consequently So satisfies the
condition (a ) .
Next we shall show satisfies (7 O. Suppose that Var < 2 .  For any 
given £ such that 0 < e < l —V ar^(^)/2, there exist n reals ^i, 7 2^ y •••, Vn such 
that
(1)  < y ] n < + ^  ,
(2) S  l^ (^ .0 -^ (^ / -i)l> V a r^ (^ )-£ .
As the left hand side of (2) does not decrease by adding a point to ; f = l , 2,
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•••, n], we can assume that one of (1 < /< m ), say coincides with And 
by the upper semicontinuity of <p, we can choose -ns±x sufficiently near tis such 
that
(3) (p (5?s) >  -  s /2 .
By (3) and 0 < £ < 1 —Var ?’(^)/2, we have
+ I-V a r  ?’(/?)/2-ip(i?s±i)
> - 5 / 2  + l - V a r ^ W /2 > 0 .
Sg, if <piyis)^<p(yis±d, we have
I  ^  ( y is )  -  ‘P *  ( y i s ± d  \ - W  (y is )  -  <p ( y is ± i)  I
= <P (yis) +1 -  Var ¥> (^) /2 -  <p (i?^ r±i) -  (p itis) + V (yis+i)
= I -V a r  /2 .
If ^(yis)<^(p(yis±-d, we have
=  <p(yis) + l-'Vds(p(_d)/2-cp (yis±i) -  V (Vs±i) + (’yO 
= I -V a r  ^c(/?)/2 + 2(¥>(5?5)-¥>(i?^±i)) > 1 -V a r  ^p(^)/2-s.
In all cases, we have
I^ (.Vs) - CVs±i) I - I ^ (Vs) - V (Vs±d \ > l - Y a r < p ( d ) / 2 - t
and then
± ,\c p * (V i) -< P ^ (V i- ,)  \> ^ :\< P (v^^ -V > (V i-^ ) I + 2 - V a r? > W - 2 £,=2 ,=2
> \ a v < p ( d ) - s  + 2 - V z x ( p ( d ) - 2 B  = 2 -3 e .
Therefore Y a v < p * (d ) ^ 2  holds.
Suppose that V ar^*(^) > 2 . Then there exist Vi, V2 , ■■■, Vn such that
— ......<■)?«<+°« and l>2. Here an vu  say Vs, coin-
/=2
cides clearly with do. Thus we have
2 < S  +  f]  +  \(pKy}s)~^Kyis-i) I +  WKy]s^d-^Ky]s) Ii=2 i=S-h2 
2=2 2=S+2
-  Var ^ /2 +1 -  Var (p{d) /2 .
Consequently we have
Var ^ (^ )<  S  \(p(y]i)'-(p(jii-d I i^2
which is a contradiction. So cp^  satisfies (rO-
It is easy to prove q>^ satisfies (0). The upper semi-continuity of (f^ is 
assured by definition of
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L em m a  2. If we put for any then we have and
P  <p{d)dd = (v -u )d m (u , v) , 
where Sb denotes the set { {u ,v )\ u ^ 0 ^ v ]  of A
P r o o f . (p(0) is an upper semicontinuous function of d since Sq is closed. It 
is clear satisfies {a ), (i3). To show Qf) for cp, suppose that Var ^ >2 .  Then 
there exist O^ , ( ~ .......< ^ 2m < + ^ )  such that either
m
(1) S  {<P(fi2k)-V(.f>2k-l')') >  I  QP{fi2k') >k i^
or
m
(2) S  M k - D  -^ (^ 2.)) >  I (K^2k-l') > <P(f^ 2k)) 
k = l
holds. I f  (I)  is the case, we have
m
m{A) ^  m(Se) + S  
k—1
m
^  + S  (<P(.^ 2k) — ^ (^2fe-l)) ^  I
which is a contradiction. On the other hand, we can show a quite similar con­
tradiction for (2). Thus holds (r).
We have
J (p{d)dd = m(S^dd  = j  dm{u, v )d d ,
The last integral is equivalent to (J  dd  ^dm (w , v), since { ( u ,  z;, I — oo <^d<  ^o o ,
(m, V)  € Se} =  {(w, V , d ) \  — o o ^ d < i o o ^  U ^ d ^ v )  =  {(w, v,d)\ — o o C ^ u ^ V C ^ o o ^  < v } .
Consequently we have
j  (p{d)dd = dd^dm{Uy v) =  (v—u)dm (u, v) .
Thus we complete the proof.
L em m a  3. For a given there exist monotone nonincreasing func­
tions u{z) and v(z) defined on (0, I) , satisfying
u(z) < v (z )  for all ^(€ (0, I ) )  ,
(p^ d^) = [  d z ,
and
(p'^ (d) dd =  ^ (viz) —uCz)) dz .
P r o o f . By the assumption Cf) of <p^ , (p^{d) is expressed as the difference 
<pH ^)=P(ff)-N (ff), where P(d) and N(O) are V a r + W  and Yav~(pHO) respec-
C-°°.03 C - , 0D
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tively.
By the assumptions (/3) and (rO, we have
and
Lim P m  =  I ,  Lim -  I ,
0-^4-OO
Lim P m  =  O , Lim N m  =  O.
0 - > - O O  0 - > - o o
shows that N m  ^ P m  for all 6, and since P  and N  are monotone 
nondecreasing functions of d, we have O^A^(^) < P (^ )  Put ^(2) =inf 
'^ z )  and v (z )=sw p {d \ N m  for ^€(0, I). Suppose that there exists Zq such 
that u{zo)y^v(zQ), Then u(zo)'>d'^v(zQ) implies which is a
contradiction. So we have U(Z)^v(Z)  for all (0 ,1)).
It is clear from the definitions of u and v that the functions u and e; of  ^
are monotone nonincreasing.
Moreover we have
=  Pm-Nm  =  I dz =  [ ^  dz
and
SI \ r+°^  rpc0)^{viz)-uiz-))dz = \X\^^Jf>]dz = L = \_<p-KO)dd.
This completes the proof.
L e m m a  4. Let u{z) and v{z) be monotone nonincreasing functions defined
on (0, I) such that u(z) (z) for all ^(€ (0, I)). If we put m { S ) =  ( dz.
then we have m ^ M  and
m(Se) =  \ dz
and
(v—u)dm (u, v) .
P r o o f . It is obvious that m ^M .  Since u ( z ) ^ d ^ v ( z )  is equivalent to
(u(z), v(z)) ^Se, we have
miS,) =  j dz =  \ dz
SQ^iuiz')^ vQz')') Ju(.z')^e^v(.z')
and
dzl[v i .z-)-u{z )}d z  =
The last integral is equivalent to dd^dm{u,v) by the same reason as
we met in the proof of the Lemma 2.
Thus we have
j  [v(z)—u(z)}dz dd^dmiu, v) = ^  ^ (v—u)dm (u, v) ,
which completes the proof.
§ 2. Theorems. Let (Z, B) be an arbitrary measurable space where ^  is a 
<r-field of subsets of X, We assume that {a) for any ^ (€ X ) , and that there 
exists a one to one correspondence (p between X  and some subset of ( —00, + 00).
(1) Consider a function nix defined on X  with its range M  satisfying
(a) Mx(^ Se) is a measurable function of x for every'fixed 0,
(b) J Tfix (S^ dd is a measurable function of x.
Such a function will be called a W-type randomization of confidence interval. 
The set of all W-type randomizations will be denoted by
Let C be the set of all curves of A that are expressed as {(u^z), v(_z)) \ z  ^
(0, I ) } ,  where u^z) and v(z) are monotone nonincreasing functions defined on 
(0, I). We shall denote by the set of all such that, for every x,
there exists Cx^C satisfying mxCcx)=^!.
(2) Consider a function <Px defined on X  with its range 0  satisfying
(aO <Px(^ ) is a measurable function of for every fixed
(bO J ^x(ft)dd is a measurable function of x.
It will be called an S-type randomization of confidence interval. We shall 
denote by I? the set of all S-type randomizations.
Moreover we shall denote by the set of all (p^  satisfying (p''^  6 0 “^ for all
Let G = {pe\d^ + ^ ) }  be a family of probability measures on (X, B)
with a real parameter + ^ )  and we define Ci(O^m), W2 {d,<p)
and as follows;
Wiifl; m) = (v -u )dm x(u , v) dpe(^x) ,
Ci(fl, m) = ^^mxiS^ dpQ<ix^  ,
and
These integrals are clearly legitimate by definitions of m and (p except 
Wi{d, m), But Lemma 2 shows j  mx(Se) dd = -^ ^ (p~ u) dmx{u, v) and hence 
m) can be also defined by (b).
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A subset D d W  ( c iS )  is said to be essentially complete in a subset E d W  
(cz S ), if, for a given m ^ E  (cp^E), there exists m {(p'^D) satisfying 
and m) for all and
^  ^ 2 for all
A subset D d W  ( d S )  is also said to be essentially complete in a subset 
E d '^  ( d ^ ) ,  if, for a given (p^E (m ^ E ), there exists m^D  ((p^D) such that 
W2 (fly m) and Ci{d, m)'^C2 {d, (p) for all (p) and
^Ci (/9, m) for all d^Q),
Two sets D and E  are said to be equivalent if D is essentially complete in 
E  and E  is essentially complete in D. When D is essentially complete in Ey we 
write Dc^E.
T h e o r e m  I. S *  is essentially complete in S .
P r o o f . By Lemma I, for a given there exists (p% € for every x such 
that for for 6 = cp(x) and hence  ^ (Pxi^)dd=
TO show € S * , it remains only to prove measurability of <p% (^) with respect 
to X, But by the definition of 0, (Px(^)=^xi^) except at most one point for every 
fixed d, So by the assumption on fx-field B, (p%iP) is measurable with respect 
to X,
It is clear that W2 {d, (P) = W2 {f^ , and 2^( ,^ for all This
completes the proof of the theorem.
T h e o r e m  2. S  is essentially complete in
P r o o f . For a given TF-type m^W,  put (Px(.f^)='^ yix(So), Then by Lemma 2,
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we have (Px^^ and <Px (v—u)dmxiuy v). It is clear <p satisfies (aO
and (bO since m satisfies (a) and (b).
The above equality implies W2 (^f(p) ^Wi(l^,m) and it is obvious C2 (fff(p}=Ci(d,m) 
for all d  ^S2. Then S  is essentially complete in
T h e o r e m  3. 5DI* is essentially complete in
P r o o f . For a given 6 S*, Lemma 3 shows that there exist monotone non­
increasing functions Ux[z) and Vx[z) defined on (0,1) satisfying ^*(^) = \ dz
and = (Vx(z)-Ux(z))dz,
Putting mx(S) = \ dz, we have mx^M  for every and by Lemmas 3
and 4, we obtain
<pW )  = m.(Se)
and
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(p -u )  dmx(u,v) .
Above two equalities imply that and m)=W 2 (J^ y<p'^ '), Ci(Oyin) =
for all follows from the definition of m, Thus is
essentially complete in g *
T h e o r e m  4. is essentially complete in 9)1.
P r o o f . This follows directly from preceding theorems.
T h e o r e m  5. and are equivalent.
P r o o f . From above theorems, we can easily see
The last relation is obvious since This chain of relations shows equi­
valences o f  'my S  and
R e m a r k  I. m in is obviously a randomized confidence interval defined 
by Fraser ([3 ]).
R e m a r k  2. For a given we can construct a different from one
considered in the Theorem 3 though they are quite same with w and c.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. H. Kudo for his sugges­
tion and continuing encouragement in writing of this note.
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